
Chaotic 2971 

Chapter 2971: Deserted 

“Enemies have infiltrated the Moon God Hall! All disciples of the Moon God Hall on guard! All elders, 

proceed to the Burial Moon Cavern!” As he rushed towards the Burial Moon Cavern, Yue Wuguang’s 

furious voice rang through the entire Moon God Hall. 

“What? Enemies have infiltrated the Moon God Hall? Why didn’t I sense it at all?” 

“That’s the great elder’s voice. Since the great elder is saying there are enemies, that must have 

happened.” 

“Quick, assemble the disciples, activate the protective formations, and shut the gates of the Moon God 

Hall.” 

With Yue Wuguang’s order, the peaceful Moon God Hall immediately began to surge with people. 

Presences erupted throughout the divine hall, varying from Godhood to Infinite Prime. 

Many of the cultivators in secluded cultivation in the Moon God Hall chose to emerge at this moment, 

abiding to Yue Wuguang’s orders. 

There were even disciples of the Moon God Hall that used secret techniques to shut the main gates of 

the divine hall. 

“Hold on, don’t shut the gates. Check how strong the enemy is first. If they’re so powerful that we stand 

absolutely no chance against them, wouldn’t we be digging our own graves by shutting the main gates?” 

Right when the gates were about to close, an Infinite Prime elder flew over and said sternly. 

Yue Wuguang arrived at the entrance to the Burial Moon Cavern and opened the gate with the tablet. 

He rushed in. Behind him were over a dozen Infinite Prime elders. 

At the same time, the Chaotic Flames in Jian Chen’s hands rapidly burned away at the Nether Ghost Vine 

in the depths of the Burial Moon Cavern. The segment of the vine around Yun Wufeng struggled less and 

less, about to be broken off completely. 

At this moment, Yun Wufeng seemed to sense something and snapped open his eyes. His face was 

solemn. He said sternly, “Oh no, we’ve been discovered. There are a large number of experts from the 

Moon God Hall rushing over right now. Hold on, that’s Yue Wuguang’s presence. He’s actually 

returned.” 

“The strongest great elder of the Moon God Hall, Yue Wuguang?” Jian Chen’s voice rang out from 

behind. He frowned heavily. 

“That’s right, it’s him. A Seventh Heavenly Layer Chaotic Prime. He’s already pledged himself to Nan 

Potian completely and now serves the Flame Reverend. I didn’t think he would return at a time like this. 

We’re in trouble now,” Yun Wufeng said with an ugly expression. 

“Senior, how much of your strength do you still possess right now?” Jian Chen asked calmly. 



“I was at the Sixth Heavenly Layer of Chaotic Prime at my peak condition, but through these years of 

torture from the Nether Ghost Vine, my strength has declined. It’s roughly only equivalent to a Fifth 

Heavenly Layer Chaotic Prime now,” Yun Wufeng said before letting out a deep sigh. He continued, “But 

even if I were at my peak condition, I’d stand no chance against Yue Wuguang, let alone now.” 

“Fellow, I’m grateful for your attempt to save me. I’ll do everything I can to keep Yue Wuguang busy 

later. You just need to focus on fleeing.” 

Through Jian Chen’s Chaotic Flames, Yun Wufeng had gained a rough estimate of Jian Chen’s strength. 

Let alone Yue Wuguang, he could not even defeat himself. 

As a result, Yun Wufeng had already given up on fleeing. 

“Senior, there’s no need to be so pessimistic. So what if Yue Wuguang is a Seventh Heavenly Layer 

Chaotic Prime. As long as we work together, we can heavily injure him even if we can’t kill him,” Jian 

Chen said and strengthened the Chaotic Flames at the same time. In the end, with a bawl filled with 

pain, the Nether Ghost Vine wrapped around Yun Wufeng was completely burnt apart. 

Yun Wufeng had finally recovered his freedom after being trapped for all these years. 

“Whether we can heavily injure Yue Wuguang later will completely depend on you, senior. Eat this pill 

first and recover some of your vitality.” Jian Chen passed a God Tier pill to Yun Wufeng. 

The pill came from the Wind Venerable. It was specially for recovering, basically one of the best pills 

possible when it came to healing. 

Even Jian Chen only possessed three of them. 

“T- this is a high grade God Tier pill, a Heaven-defying Pill of Granting Life. This is a precious item that 

even Grand Primes view as a supreme treasure. Every single one of them can be regarded as priceless. 

T- this is far too precious for me.” Yun Wufeng was immediately fazed when he saw the God Tier pill. 

After all, this came from the Wind Venerable, so how could it be something ordinary? 

“Senior, we’re directly staring danger in the face right now. Getting through this is what’s important, so 

please eat it, senior,” Jian Chen said sternly. 

“Fine then.” Yun Wufeng hesitated for a moment before finally making up his mind and eating the pill. 

Immediately, his wounds recovered at an unbelievable rate. 

“Who’s so bold!? Who’s infiltrated our Moon God Hall to rescue him?” At this moment, a cold snort rang 

out, and Yue Wuguang in his silver robes appeared before Yun Wufeng and Jian Chen with over a dozen 

Infinite Primes. 

Yue Wuguang glanced past Yun Wufeng before looking at Jian Chen. He said coldly, “You’re not the sixth 

elder at all. Tell me, who are you exactly?” With that, a tremendous presence radiated from Yue 

Wuguang and crushed down on Jian Chen. 

Yun Wufeng did not know about Jian Chen’s actual battle prowess. He could only vaguely sense that Jian 

Chen would not be as powerful as he imagined him to be, so Yun Wufeng went out of his way to block 

Yue Wuguang’s presence for Jian Chen. He withstood the presence and confronted Yue Wuguang from 

afar. 



However, the difference in their cultivations made Yun Wufeng lose the upper hand. 

As for Jian Chen, he gave Yun Wufeng a series of instructions before saying at the end, “Senior, have you 

remembered what I said?” 

Yun Wufeng nodded and glanced past the Infinite Primes behind Yue Wuguang. He said, “Many of you 

had once fought beside the Moon God. I didn’t think you’d actually end up clashing with me today.” 

“I really don’t want to fight you. Are there any of you who are willing to back down?” 

“Why should we back down? Only by following the Flame Reverend can our Moon God Hall rise up to 

become an ultimate organisation that no one on the Ice Pole Plane will provoke.” 

“Only under the lead and illumination of the Flame Reverend will our Moon God Hall progress towards 

glory that was once unimaginable. Great elder, why won’t you come to your senses?” 

“Great elder, you’re stuck in your old habits. Don’t you know how to be flexible? Why don’t you join us 

instead? Our Moon God Hall will become more and more powerful under the Flame Reverend’s lead,” a 

few Infinite Primes said. 

. When they mentioned the Flame Reverend, their eyes blazed fervently. They were filled with 

anticipation towards the future they imagined. 

No one backed down, nor did anyone stand on Yun Wufeng’s side. It was as if everyone from the Moon 

God Hall had completely joined the Flame Reverend’s side already. 

Chapter 2972: Heavily Injuring Yue Wuguang 

Despite being mentally prepared for this, Yun Wufeng was still greatly disappointed when it actually 

unfolded. 

“Sigh, since you’re all so bent on betraying the Moon God Hall, I no longer have anything to do with you 

from today onwards. You will be dealt with as traitors. Today, I’ll be cleaning up for the Moon God Hall.” 

Yun Wufeng’s eyes turned cold. 

With that, Yue Wuguang could not help but laugh aloud. His presence erupted from his body, and his 

silver robes surged violently. He stared at Yun Wufeng with a sneer and said, “Yun Wufeng, I’m afraid 

that being imprisoned for all those years has gotten to your head, or should I say, all those years of 

torture from the Nether Ghost Vine has made you lose your senses, such that you’re deluded. 

Otherwise, how can you say something so absurd?” 

“Why don’t you take a look at the situation you’re currently in? Do you really think you still have the 

same influence of the past with your current strength and your identity as a prisoner? Clean up the 

Moon God Hall? What a joke.” 

“The great elder is right. Yun Wufeng, you better remember that you’re no longer a lofty great elder of 

our Moon God Hall anymore. You’re just a prisoner now.” 

“Yun Wufeng, you can’t even protect yourself, and you want to clean up the Moon God Hall? How are 

you going to clean it up? Are you even capable of that?” 



“If it weren’t for the hall master taking the old times into consideration, why would you still be alive, Yun 

Wufeng?” 

As soon as Yue Wuguang finished what he was saying, the Infinite Prime elders standing behind him all 

laughed around. Some of them even sneered, all extremely cold and showing no respect at all. 

Yun Wufeng said nothing, except his expression was as ugly as it could get. His chest heaved from fury. 

In the next moment, he produced an explosion bellow, and his presence erupted like a tsunami. A 

medium quality god artifact sword appeared in his hand, and he thrusted it towards Yue Wuguang 

suddenly. 

“Why don’t you check yourself first!” Yue Wuguang sneered in disdain. Immediately, he became locked 

in battle with Yun Wufeng. 

Even when Yun Wufeng was at his peak condition, he was not enough for Yun Wuguang to even bat an 

eye, let alone now. As a result, Yun Wufeng lost the upper hand as soon as they clashed. 

“You actually possess the strength of the Sixth Heavenly Layer to a certain degree. You must have 

ingested some kind of precious God Tier pill to recover so quickly, but that still won’t change anything. 

The difference between you and I is the difference between mid and late Chaotic Prime,” Yue Wuguang 

said, remarking in surprise. The spear in his hand immediately shone with moonlight, clashing against 

Yun Wufeng’s sword with a storm of energy. 

Boom! 

The terrifying shockwaves from a clash between Chaotic Primes could be described as devastating. With 

an alarming boom, Yun Wufeng was sent flying. His face paled. 

The difference that existed between them was quite large, and it was not just due to the difference in 

cultivation. A difference in quality existed between the god artifacts they wielded too. 

Although they were both medium quality god artifacts, Yun Wufeng’s sword had only just made it to the 

medium quality, while Yue Wuguang’s spear had already reached the peak of medium quality. 

As all that occurred, Jian Chen stood together with the elders of the Moon God Hall. They moved away 

from the battle between Yue Wuguang and Yun Wufeng, just in case the shockwaves reached them. 

Instead, they battled in another region of the Burial Moon Cavern. The great ripples of energy surged 

through the place, slamming against the walls in the distance and producing great rumbles. 

Fortunately, they were inside a high quality god artifact. It was extremely tough, where destroying even 

a part of it was impossible unless they possessed the strength of Grand Primes. As a result, it withstood 

the repercussions of their battles with ease. 

Spurt! 

Suddenly, blood scattered in the surroundings like rain. An Infinite Prime elder had been split into two in 

a single stroke by Jian Chen, dying on the spot. 



Even though over a dozen elders ganged up against Jian Chen, Jian Chen was like a wolf that had broken 

into a flock of sheep with his great battle prowess that was on par with Chaotic Primes. He carried out a 

massacre. No one could pose a threat to him. 

“Oh no, this is a Chaotic Prime. Great elder, we’re not his opponent!” An Infinite Prime cried out for 

help, but as soon as he said that, a streak of light shot over with great speed and pierced his head before 

he could even react. 

These Infinite Primes were just far too weak compared to Jian Chen now. They could not even withstand 

a single strike from him. 

“You keep him busy. I’ve already contacted old Luo and old Lin. They’re rushing back right now!” Yue 

Wuguang barked. 

With that, the remaining elders all riled up with enthusiasm. The old Luo and old Lin Yue Wuguang 

mentioned were the two other great elders of the Moon God Hall, Luo Fei and Lin Zhongzheng. They 

were all mid Chaotic Primes. 

Swish! Swish! 

At this moment, Jian Chen’s hand flashed with light, and he cut down another two Infinite Primes 

effortlessly. 

They had only fought for a few seconds, but several Infinite Prime elders had already died. Jian Chen’s 

strength immediately made the remaining elders cower. 

“Dammit!” Yue Wuguang cursed at this sight. He knew that the remaining elders would probably follow 

their footsteps if he still did not assist them. They would not be able to last until Luo Fei and Lin 

Zhongzheng returned at all. 

In the next moment, Yue Wuguang let out a bellow and repelled Yun Wufeng with a full-powered strike 

before rushing towards Jian Chen aggressively. 

But at this moment, the powerful pressure of the world suddenly appeared. Yun Wufeng forcefully 

stabilised himself. He surged with vital energy, burning his essence blood to cast a God Tier Battle Skill. 

The pressure from the world immediately locked onto Yue Wuguang. 

Yue Wuguang came to a halt and became stern for the first time. The God Tier Battle Skill had already 

reached a point where it could threaten him. 

“It’s the God Tier Battle Skill, Moonfall!” Many of the elders cried out on the other side, as a huge, rough 

moon had already condensed silently over Yun Wufeng’s head. 

“Moonfall! I know it too! Let’s see whether it’s your Moonfall that’s more powerful or my Moonfall 

that’s more masterly!” Yue Wuguang snorted coldly. He also shone with moonlight and began using the 

same God Tier Battle Skill. 

But at this moment, Jian Chen’s eyes suddenly landed on Yue Wuguang as he fought the elders in the 

distance. He sneered. 



At the same time, Yue Wuguang immediately unleashed his God Tier Battle Skill too. However, right 

when his God Tier Battle Skill began to take shape, something that made his eyes widen occurred. 

Yue Wuguang’s battle skill had suddenly lost all of its pressure like a deflated balloon. The technique 

that was supposed to contain the might of the world was reduced to the most ordinary clump of energy 

in the blink of an eye. 

“W- w- wh- what is going on!?” Yue Wuguang widened his eyes, his face filled with disbelief as if he had 

just seen a ghost. 

It was also at this moment that surging sword intent appeared. Two strands of Profound Sword Qi 

appeared at the same time above Jian Chen’s head, turning into a streak of white light and darting out 

like lightning. 

“Argh!” Yue Wuguang let out a miserable howl. The two strands of Profound Sword Qi struck his soul at 

the same time, heavily injuring it. 

Yun Wufeng’s God Tier Battle Skill landed at the same time. The colossal moon slammed against Yue 

Wuguang viciously with turbulent energy and a pressure that belonged to a God Tier Battle Skill. 

Boom! Almost the entire Moon God Hall rumbled with that. Yue Wuguang flew away like a broken kite, 

coughing up large mouthfuls of blood. He immediately became extremely pale. 

Having unleashed two strands of Profound Sword Qi, Jian Chen seemed to run out of strength too. His 

body tottered around, almost losing his footing. 

He had a total of four strands of Profound Sword Qi. Using each strand would consume a quarter of the 

power of his soul. If he used all four strands, then the power of his soul would completely run out. 

Earlier, he had already used two strands when he killed the three great elders present in the Moon God 

Hall. Although he had recovered some of his power of the soul through God Tier pills, it did not amount 

to much at all with the little time he had. 

Now that he used up the last two strands to attack Yue Wuguang, he had exhausted all of his Profound 

Sword Qi. The power of his soul was completely drained too. 

In that moment, he was like a regular person who had not slept for several nights. Despite the surging 

power in his body, his head felt heavy, and he felt dizzy. He felt like he could faint at any time. He was 

basically incapacitated for good. 

Chapter 2973: Fleeing From the Moon God Hall 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

When the power of Jian Chen’s soul had run out, the attacks from the Infinite Prime elders all struck him 

one after another. 

There were a series of heavy thuds. Jian Chen’s body was completely defenceless, forcefully enduring 

the attacks of several Infinite Primes. The great energy tossed his body around, and his feet staggered 

uncontrollably. 



The elders immediately rejoiced at this sight, as even a Chaotic Prime dared not directly endure their 

attacks when they were completely defenceless. 

Jian Chen had just endured their attacks with his body alone, which obviously made the elders believe 

that this powerful enemy who disguised himself as the sixth elder would be close to death even if he 

survived. 

However, the next moment made their eyes all widen. To their disbelief, Jian Chen was completely 

unscathed after withstanding their powerful attacks. It had not even left a mark on him. 

“T- this is impossible!” 

“My full-powered strike can’t even scratch him!? H- how is this impossible!” 

“Heavens! Just how tough is his body!? Even me, a Fifth Heavenly Layer Infinite Prime wielding a god 

artifact, can’t even harm him!” 

...... 

... 

In the next moment, all the elders from the Moon God Hall changed drastically in expression. Their faces 

towards Jian Chen were filled with fright. 

To them, Chaotic Primes were terrifying, but they were still not enough to make them feel utter despair. 

After all, if Chaotic Primes were heavily-injured or out of energy, there was still a chance for them to 

encircle and kill them. 

But right now, Jian Chen’s tough body truly made these Infinite Primes feel despair and fear. They could 

all clearly tell that Jian Chen had been completely defenceless earlier. He had not blocked or done 

anything in response either. He had truly used his body alone to take on their attacks. 

Yet the end result was that they had failed to even scratch him. 

What did that mean? It meant that even if he just stood there and allowed them to attack him as they 

wished, they could not even leave a mark on Jian Chen. 

For a moment, the elders of the Moon God Hall all felt a deep sense of defeat. 

However, Jian Chen was in no condition to pay attention to them right now. His body swayed about as 

he struggled to regain his footing. The power of his soul was completely drained. Apart from the splitting 

headache, even the world seemed to spin around him through his eyes. 

He could faint at any moment. 

But at this moment, Yun Wufeng suddenly appeared before Jian Chen. He grabbed Jian Chen and 

completely ignored the elders around him, vanishing with him in a flash. He immediately left the Burial 

Moon Cavern. 



“Chase after them! Go after them! Don’t let them escape! We can’t let them escape! I- I’ll personally 

tear them to shreds.” On the other side, Yue Wuguang struggled to remain on his feet as he dripped 

with blood in a sorry shape. His eyes were completely bloodshot as he howled like a wild beast. 

Jian Chen’s two strands of Profound Sword Qi had heavily wounded his soul, so he was basically 

enduring splitting pain from his soul at all times right now, which made him go berserk. He was as 

furious as he could be. 

Inside the Moon God Hall, Yun Wufeng made his way through the corridors as a white flash with Jian 

Chen. As one of the past great elders, he was obviously familiar with the layout and direction in the 

Moon God Hall. As a result, he reached the main entrance with ease. Yun Wufeng casually removed the 

various formations and obstacles he encountered along the way. 

In the end, Yun Wufeng successfully escaped from the Moon God Hall. Then he flew off into the air and 

pushed his speed to the limit, immediately vanishing into the horizon. 

Soon after Yun Wufeng had left, two figures drew closer and rapidly arrived before the Moon God Hall. 

In the end, they turned into two blurs and entered through the door, vanishing into the divine hall. 

The two of them were the other two remaining great elders of the Moon God Hall, Luo Fei and Lin 

Zhongzheng! 

They were both Fifth Heavenly Layer Chaotic Primes! 

Before long, the last three great elders of the Moon God Hall gathered together. Yue Wuguang had 

already changed into a fresh set of silver robes, no longer in the same sorry shape as before. However, 

his wounds had not taken a turn for the better at all. They were just as severe as before. 

In particular, the injuries to his soul basically caused him intense pain at all times. He felt like his soul 

was being ripped apart. 

This sensation was a painful torture to all experts that endured it. 

“A person disguised themselves as the sixth elder and saved Yun Wufeng. My soul was severely injured 

by the imposter.” Yue Wuguang ground his teeth in utter hatred as soon as the sixth elder’s imposter 

was mentioned. 

It was absolutely impossible for him to be defeated, much less injured, when he fought against Yun 

Wufeng. The person behind all of this was the sixth elder’s imposter. 

“Whether it’s Yun Wufeng or the imposter, our Moon God Hall will never spare either of them.” Yue 

Wuguang ground his teeth. As he said that, he constantly coughed, coughing up a bloody mess. 

“Yun Wufeng has been tormented by the Nether Ghost Vine for so long, so the vine has left behind its 

presence in his body a long time ago. This presence can’t be erased quickly, so it won’t be difficult for us 

to find Yun Wufeng,” said Luo Fei. When he first saw how injured Yue Wuguang was, he too paled in 

fright, as with Yue Wuguang’s strength as a Seventh Heavenly Layer Chaotic Prime, anyone who could 

injure him was well beyond what the current Moon God Hall could contend with. 

But after learning the reason for his injuries, Luo Fei immediately stopped worrying. 



Fortunately, it was not an expert at or beyond the Seventh Heavenly Layer. 

“Elder Yue, you better go recover first for now. Once you’ve healed up, we’ll immediately go and 

capture Yun Wufeng again. As for the imposter...” Lin Zhongzheng smiled cruelly and said, “We 

definitely can’t kill this person so easily. Killing him would be letting him off too easily. We need to 

torture him viciously in the cruellest fashion possible. Hmph, he has killed so many of our elders. We 

definitely have to make him beg for death. We’ll make him suffer the most painful torture there is to 

offer in the world.” 

Yue Wuguang nodded. “It’s easy for my bodily wounds to recover, but the wound to my soul...” 

Reaching there, Yue Wuguang sighed gently, but his eyes soon shone viciously. He gritted his teeth. “Just 

what kind of technique did the imposter use to injure my soul so much? Recovering from wounds to the 

soul is anything but easy.” 

Chapter 2974: The Infamy of the Flame Reverend 

Yun Wufeng had already left the Moon God Hall with Jian Chen. With his cultivation as a Chaotic Prime, 

even traversing the entire Ice Pole Plane would not take too long, so he reached another region of the 

Ice Pole Plane with Jian Chen very soon. 

They had already reached the territory under the control of the greatest organisation on the Ice Pole 

Plane, the Snow sect. 

However, Yun Wufeng did not venture deep into the territory of the Snow Empire. Instead, he found a 

glacier with extremely harsh conditions on the boundary and carefully hid himself. 

At this moment, in a chilling cavern, Jian Chen sat on a thick layer of ice. The terrifying coldness in the 

surroundings had already formed a thin layer of ice crystals on him. Even his long, black hair had been 

dyed snow-white. 

At this moment, he truly seemed like an ice statue. 

Yun Wufeng was right beside Jian Chen. He also sat on the ground and silently recovered. He ended up 

facing Yue Wuguang in battle before he could even refine the high grade God Tier pill he had ingested 

earlier, the Heaven-defying Pill of Granting Life. Now that he was hidden in this chilling cavern, he finally 

had the time to slowly heal his wounds through the effects of the pill. 

Three days later, Yun Wufeng finished healing. He shuddered gently, and the ice crystals on him 

immediately shattered. A smear of joy appeared on his face, and he murmured to himself, “It really is a 

high grade God Tier pill after all. The wounds that I need several thousand years to recover from at the 

very least have completely vanished in just three short days, and the effects of the pill still haven’t run 

out. It sure is a waste to use such a precious pill on me.” 

“Senior Yun, you’ve recovered from your wounds?” At this moment, Jian Chen opened his eyes and 

looked at Yun Wufeng. 

“I’ve made a complete recovery. I’ve already returned to my peak condition.” Yun Wufeng laughed 

aloud, but he noticed Jian Chen’s pale complexion very quickly and his smile rapidly disappeared. He 

crouched down and asked in concern, “My friend, how is your current condition?” 



Jian Chen shook his head and said, “I’m fine. I’ve just depleted the power of my soul. I need some time 

to recover.” 

“Oh, the power of the soul? That’ll be very slow to recover.” Yun Wufeng became troubled. He 

understood extremely well that the two of them had not completely escaped from danger just yet. 

“I have ways to recover the power of my soul quickly, but I still need some time.” With that, Jian Chen 

shut his eyes again, concentrating on recovering the power of his soul. 

Just like that, another three days passed, and Jian Chen finally recovered a tiny sliver of his depleted 

power of the soul. He could use his soul slightly now. 

He immediately removed a tablet from his Space Ring and injected the tiny sliver of the power of his 

soul into it. 

“T- that’s a tablet from the Heavenly Crane clan?” Yun Wufeng had been paying close attention to Jian 

Chen the entire time. When he saw the tablet, his eyes immediately narrowed. To him, the Heavenly 

Crane clan was a colossal existence with extremely terrifying strength. They ranked within the top three 

across the entire Ice Pole Plane. The Moon God Hall was nowhere close to them. 

Even with their hall master Nan Potian who had already reached Grand Prime and become one of the 

peak experts of the Ice Pole Plane, they were still completely powerless before the Heavenly Crane clan. 

“You’re from the Heavenly Crane clan?” Yun Wufeng gazed at Jian Chen in surprise and uncertainty. 

Jian Chen shook his head. He did not give any explanation. Instead, his facial features changed, and he 

had already gone from being the sixth elder to Yang Yutian. 

Yun Wufeng stared straight at the foreign face. Only after quite a while did he let out a gentle sigh. 

“What an ingenious transformation technique. It’s actually flawless. This technique can truly be used to 

deceive all. Even with my mighty cultivation at the Sixth Heavenly Layer, I couldn’t tell at all. Probably 

only Grand Primes can see through it.” 

“Little friend, with the wondrous transformation technique you possess, I’m confident that no one 

below Grand Prime can see through your identity.” 

At this moment, a heavy presence flooded out without the slightest disguise, directly approaching the 

ice cavern where Jian Chen resided. 

“It’s a Chaotic Prime!” Yun Wufeng immediately raised his guard. 

“Senior Yun, you have nothing to worry about. It’s an ally,” Jian Chen said. However, the Chaotic Prime 

rushed over extremely quickly too. By the time Jian Chen had finished talking, he had already appeared 

in the cavern. 

He was a great elder of the Heavenly Crane clan, He Qianchi! 

As soon as He Qianchi arrived in the cavern, his eyes locked onto Yun Wufeng. He immediately frowned. 

“You’re from the Moon God Hall?” 



“I’m Yun Wufeng. I was indeed a great elder of the Moon God Hall in the past, but now, even I’m not 

sure whether I belong to the Moon God Hall anymore,” Yun Wufeng said to He Qianchi. He had already 

recognised He Qianchi to be a member of the Heavenly Crane clan from the uniform he wore. 

He was a Chaotic Prime. Someone like him was definitely on par with great elders in the Heavenly Crane 

clan. They were both great elders, but great elders of the Heavenly Crane clan possessed much greater 

status than great elders from the Moon God Hall like him. 

As a result, Yun Wufeng spoke extremely politely. 

He Qianchi’s expression changed slightly, but he did not respond to Yun Wufeng. In comparison to Yun 

Wufeng’s enthusiasm, He Qianchi was a little colder. 

He Qianchi arrived before Jian Chen, and with a flip of his hand, a thick barrier of energy enveloped him 

and Jian Chen, cutting off all sounds and sight. 

In the barrier, He Qianchi stared at Jian Chen with mixed emotions. He opened his mouth, wanting to 

say something, but he faltered. 

“Senior, you can be frank with me.” Jian Chen looked at He Qianchi calmly. 

He Qianchi let out a heavy sigh. “Fellow Yang Yutian, I know you probably have some kind of connection 

with the Moon God Hall, but you shouldn’t have interfered with the internal conflict of the Moon God 

Hall so quickly.” 

“You know that Nan Potian of the Moon God Hall belongs to the Flame Reverend. Although it’s rumored 

that Nan Potian is already dead, the Flame Reverend is still alive. The Flame Reverend is equivalent to 

the Moon God Hall’s greatest support right now.” 

“The Flame Reverend is unlike any other peak expert too. If it were another peak expert, most of them 

would have quite a high opinion of themselves and would never lower themselves to deal with you. The 

Flame Reverend is different. The Flame Reverend is as vengeful as he can get. You’ve rashly interfered 

with the internal affairs of the Moon God Hall and destroyed his orchestration. Once he appears again in 

the future, he’ll never spare you.” 

“Fellow Yang Yutian, do you know about the Hefeng clan? The Hefeng clan is ranked fourth on the Ice 

Pole Plane. Although they’re ranked fourth, their strength is basically equivalent to our Heavenly Crane 

clan. They possess endless wealth, enough to make countless people green with envy. However, even 

with all their Grand Prime ancestors dead, they’re able to remain on the Ice Pole Plane without facing 

any threats at all. As a matter of fact, they haven’t even lost their ranking. Do you know why?” 

“That’s all because of the Flame Reverend. The Flame Reverend is a supreme expert that strikes fear in 

all the peak organisations on our Ice Pole Plane. As long as the Flame Reverend remains alive, any 

organisation that has connections with the Flame Reverend on the Ice Pole Plane will remain 

untouchable.” 

“That includes the Hefeng clan, as well as the Moon God Hall.” 

He Qianchi spoke solemnly. He was extremely stern. He was as fearful of the Flame Reverend as he 

could get. 



Chapter 2975: A New Grand Exalt 

Jian Chen was familiar with all the organisations on the Ice Pole Plane. He was extremely fearful of the 

Flame Reverend, and he would never try to provoke him, but he discovered that he had still 

underestimated the infamy that the Flame Reverend had left behind on the Ice Pole Plane after hearing 

what He Qianchi told him. 

From He Qianchi’s mannerisms, Jian Chen could tell that the Heavenly Crane clan was not simply wary of 

the Flame Reverend. Instead, they feared him. They feared him very deeply. 

They feared him so much that they even refused to provoke a few lackeys under the Flame Reverend’s 

command. 

And on top of that, that was under the circumstance that the Flame Reverend had already gone missing 

for a very long time. 

However, while the Flame Reverend was very powerful, Jian Chen was unafraid. He remained composed 

and fearless. He said calmly, “Thank you for your warnings, senior, but there are just certain things I 

must do. Even if I’ll offend the Flame Reverend afterwards, I’ll still do them, as if I don’t, I might end up 

becoming filled with regret for the rest of my life one day.” 

“Sigh, looks like you still don’t understand the viciousness of the Flame Reverend. The Flame Reverend 

has made a name for himself in the Saints’ World many years ago. The truly fearsome part about him is 

not his supreme cultivation as a Ninth Heavenly Layer Grand Prime, but his viciousness.” 

“Throughout the history of the Saints’ World, there obviously has been plenty of people who’ve 

offended the Flame Reverend before, but there has not been a single person who has offended him or 

done something to displease him that has survived. Their deaths are instead insignificant. The Flame 

Reverend will even exterminate the sects and organisations behind these people.” 

He Qianchi showed a hint of alarm on his solemn face for once. He continued sternly, “Take me for an 

example. If I were to become involved in the matters of the Moon God Hall, it would be fine if I obeyed 

the Flame Reverend, but as soon as I defy the Flame Reverend, he’ll settle this debt the day he appears 

again. He’ll directly attribute it to the Heavenly Crane clan, and the outcome...” 

He Qianchi faltered. In short, he truly feared the Flame Reverend. 

“As for the other supreme experts of the same cultivation in the Saints’ World, they’ll rarely ever kill you 

even if you offend them. At most, they’ll just teach you a lesson. However, the Flame Reverend will 

directly hunt you down and massacre your clan.” 

Towards the end, He Qianchi paused after every single syllable, placing great emphasis on his words. 

Even though He Qianchi’s description of the Flame Reverend was utterly terrifying, he had still failed to 

frighten Jian Chen. Instead, Jian Chen chuckled. “Senior, since the Flame Reverend has already gone 

missing for so many years, he obviously won’t appear again so soon. Moreover, even if the Flame 

Reverend appears, the first one to visit him will probably be the first majesty of the Heavenly Palace of 

Bisheng.” There was something else Jian Chen did not mention, which was that he had a supreme expert 

who could contend with the Flame Reverend standing behind him. 



The Wind Venerable was his greatest backing right now, and the current Wind Venerable was no longer 

the Ninth Heavenly Layer Grand Prime of the past. Instead, he had already reached the ranks of 

sovereign, becoming an existence akin to the heavenly ways. He had truly attained supremacy. 

The only downside was the Wind Venerable had become a sovereign of the world through a special 

method, so he had yet to completely grasp the power of a Grand Exalt. 

Seeing how Jian Chen knew nothing and feared nothing, He Qianchi felt exhausted, so he just stopped 

with that. He said, “These are the God Tier pills for recovering the powers of the soul you asked for. I’ve 

brought it for you. However, these pills aren’t easy to refine. The materials are just too scarce. There 

isn’t much even in the clan’s reserves, so use it sparingly.” 

After handing a jade bottle to Jian Chen, he said sternly, “There’s one last thing you need to understand. 

You might have given us three catties of Soil of Divine Blood, and our Heavenly Crane clan owes you a 

great favour, but our Heavenly Crane clan definitely won’t stand up for you in regards to the trouble 

you’ve created with the Flame Reverend. We might not even be bold enough to openly help you.” 

“Don’t worry, senior. I obviously understand. I definitely won’t drag the Heavenly Crane clan into this 

mess either,” Jian Chen accepted the jade bottle and clasped his fist at He Qianchi. 

But at this moment, the order and ways in the world suddenly pulsed violently. The ripple was so great 

that not only did it envelope the entire sky of the Ice Pole Plane instantly, but it even extended off to the 

very depths of the cosmos too. 

This did not just occur on the Ice Pole Plane. The endless space of the Saints’ World that filled every 

single corner and region of the forty-nine great planes and eighty-one great planets experienced a 

violent ripple in the order of the world. 

It seemed like a terrifying, indescribably great power had directly shaken up the ways of the world, 

shaking up the order of this world. 

“Hahahahaha... hahahahahaha...” 

At the same time, a stunning laughter rang out through space. The voice seemed to possess the power 

of ways. It did not spread as sound waves, instead spreading through the omnipresent power of laws 

that criss-crossed the entire world as a medium. It reached every corner of the vast Saints’ World 

instantly. 

In that moment, the same resonant voice echoed everywhere, whether it was the forty-nine great 

planes, eighty-one great planets, or some hidden locations beyond these regions, such as the Lightning 

God clan that dwelled in the depths of the Lightning Zone of Annihilation. Apart from the divine halls left 

behind by past Grand Exalts and formations on the level of Grand Exalts, nothing could stop the voice. 

Immediately, the laughter rang across the entire world. All the peak experts jerked to their senses in 

their extremely ancient or extremely powerful organisations. 

In the depths of the Lightning God clan, the ancestral elders of the left and right who sat there like 

statues opened their eyes. Lei Shiguang, who happened to be in secluded cultivation, emerged with a 

face of surprise. The three of them appeared outside the Lightning Zone of Annihilation with a flash and 

expressed shock and admiration, as well as some envy. 



It was not just the Lightning God clan. The other archaean clans of the Saints’ World responded similarly. 

On the Ice Pole Plane, the three ancestors of the Heavenly Crane clan silently left the Ice Pole Plane and 

appeared in outer space, staring off in a certain direction of space in shock. 

It was not just the three of them. Even the ancestors from the greatest organisation on the Ice Pole 

Plane, the Snow sect, had emerged and appeared in outer space. 

Immediately, several dozen figures appeared in the space beyond the Ice Pole Plane. The ancestors of all 

the peak organisations had emerged from secluded cultivation. 

“From today onwards, may the world be witness, I, Overarching Heaven, have become an exalt...” The 

vast voice rang out once more, reaching every region of space in the Saints’ World through the laws and 

order. Within it was a supreme pressure that none could oppose. The many space beasts that wandered 

the cosmos collapsed and trembled. 

“Grand Exalt... Grand Exalt... This is the might of a Grand Exalt... Our Saints’ World... has birthed a new 

Grand Exalt...” On the Ice Pole Plane, in the frigid cavern, both He Qianchi and Yun Wufeng trembled 

away gently. They were filled with disbelief. 

“Overarching Heaven... Overarching Heaven... This is the Sacred Lord of Overarching Heaven from the 

Overarching Heaven Plane. Never did I think he would take the final step and become a sovereign of the 

world...” He Qianchi’s voice trembled gently. He understood all too well what a Grand Exalt represented. 

Jian Chen blinked his eyes, also shocked. At this moment, he discovered that his grasp over the Laws of 

the Sword had become rather hindered. He experienced great interference and obstruction. 

“Is this how it feels when a Grand Exalt shakes the ways of the world?” he wondered to himself. He had 

seen several Grand Exalts before and even interacted with them at a close range, but today was the first 

time he had witnessed the endless might of a Grand Exalt shaking the ways of the world. 

He could shake the laws of an entire world with his strength alone. The power behind that was beyond 

imagination. 

Chapter 2976: Revenge 

Jian Chen left the ice cavern. He stood on the icy-cold tundra outside and raised his head to look at the 

starry sky. He could clearly see numerous figures hovered above the Ice Pole Plane, where every single 

one of them was extremely powerful. 

He Qianchi and Yun Wufeng emerged from the cavern as well, standing beside Jian Chen. 

“One person’s breakthrough has led to such a great uproar. It really is a sovereign of the world after all.” 

Yun Wufeng sighed. 

He Qianchi sighed as well, “The Sacred Lord of Overarching Heaven is a renowned existence in the 

Saints’ World. He has already remained at the Ninth Heavenly Layer for ten million years. He is one of 

the supreme experts who has paused at the Ninth Heavenly Layer for the longest. The Overarching 

Heaven Plane was not originally called the Overarching Heaven Plane. Its name was changed to that 

after the Sacred Lord of Overarching Heaven made a name for himself in the Saints’ World.” 



“But now, the Sacred Lord of Overarching Heaven has already pulled ahead of all the other experts and 

reached the domain of sovereigns first. From now onwards, we should refer to him as the Grand Exalt of 

Overarching Heaven,” He Qianchi was filled with respect as he said that, bowing deeply in the direction 

of the Overarching Heaven Plane. 

“Another sovereign-level organisation has been created.” The many Grand Primes hovering outside the 

Ice Pole Plane linked up with the senses of their souls and conversed. 

“Although the Overarching Heaven clan had the Sacred Lord of Overarching Heaven, they still paled 

slightly in comparison to the archaean clans in the past. He has done it now. The Sacred Lord of 

Overarching Heaven has directly become a sovereign of the world, so the Overarching Heaven clan’s 

status has immediately surpassed archaean clans. I just wonder how the eight Saint Monarchs of the 

archaean clans feel right now.” 

“I originally thought the first majesty of the Heavenly Palace of Bisheng would be the first expert to 

become an embodiment of the heavenly ways in the recent several million years, but who would have 

thought it would actually be the Sacred Lord of Overarching Heaven.” 

“You can’t say that. The first majesty of the Heavenly Palace of Bisheng’s battle prowess is indeed 

unmatched. She first hunted down the Flame Reverend before hunting down the Heaven-splitting 

Ancestor. Probably only the eight Saint Monarchs of the archaean clans stand a chance against her. 

However, ascending to the position of a sovereign is not as simple as looking at battle prowess. It 

depends on great luck and fortune.” 

“That’s correct. Everyone who can reach the Ninth Heavenly Layer of Grand Prime possesses deviant-like 

talent and unrivalled aptitude, but becoming a sovereign does not just depend on talent. It depends on 

their fate too.” 

“The birth of a new Grand Exalt has probably made many supreme experts stuck at the Ninth Heavenly 

Layer of Grand Prime feel pained.” 

“Sigh, let’s just go back and focus on preparing a gift. The birth of a new Grand Exalt leads to another 

congratulatory celebration of all the races and clans.” 

The pulse of ways that the Sacred Lord of Overarching Heaven had created after stepping into the realm 

of Grand Exalt and giving the Saints’ World another sovereign settled down very quickly. The boundless 

space of the Saints’ World recovered its original peace. 

However, news of the birth of the new Grand Exalt had already spread across the entire Saints’ World. 

Many peak experts were utterly astounded. 

Jian Chen, Yun Wufeng, and He Qianchi had already calmed down from the upheaving emotions they 

experienced earlier. Whether the Saints’ World gained a Grand Exalt or lost a Grand Exalt was not 

something they should be concerned about, as it was simply irrelevant to them. 

Very soon, He Qianchi bade farewell to Jian Chen and returned to the Heavenly Crane clan. However, 

when he left, he seemed to have held a conversation with Yun Wufeng, which immediately made him a 

little sterner. 



Afterwards, Jian Chen returned to the cavern and began ingesting the God Tier pills He Qianchi had 

brought to recover the power of his soul. Yun Wufeng remained right beside him, watching over Jian 

Chen’s safety. He remained in a state of high alert, just in case the great elders of the Moon God Hall 

suddenly appeared. 

Time passed by silently. Through ingesting the pills, the depleted power of his soul was rapidly 

replenished. By the time he had ingested almost half of He Qianchi’s pills, the power of his soul was 

finally filled to the brim again. Even the four strands of Profound Sword Qi had been condensed again. 

Only after condensing the Profound Sword Qi again did Jian Chen feel a little more confident. He could 

not fuse the twin swords unless there was good reason to, so the Profound Sword Qi became his 

strongest trump card. 

“My little friend, since you’ve returned to your peak condition, it’s time for me to leave.” Yun Wufeng 

bade farewell as soon as Jian Chen had recovered. 

“Senior Yun, Yue Wuguang is still alive. Don’t you want to eliminate this traitor? Now that my strength 

has recovered, I can assist you,” said Jian Chen. 

Yun Wufeng became rather dispirited. He shook his head. “We still can’t kill him right now. They’ve 

already become lackeys of the Flame Reverend. Keeping these lackeys around might temporarily 

stabilise the situation with the Flame Reverend, but once we eliminate the lackeys that he has left on 

the Ice Pole Plane, we might prematurely draw out the Flame Reverend.” 

“My friend, you don’t have to worry about me. My strength has recovered now, while it’ll be impossible 

for Yue Wuguang to recover in such a short period of time, so even if they come for me, I’ll be able to 

escape easily.” 

Jian Chen’s eyes flickered. He asked, “It was the great elder of the Heavenly Crane clan that had said 

something to you, right?” 

Yun Wufeng sighed. “It’s best if you don’t become involved with the matters of the Moon God Hall. You 

should avoid offending the Flame Reverend if you can. Fortunately, Yue Wuguang and the others don’t 

know your true identity right now, so it’s not too late for you to retreat.” 

“Really? But they killed fairy Hao Yue. I have to avenge fairy Hao Yue. Whether it’s the elders or the 

great elders, I won’t spare anyone who’s connected to fairy Hao Yue’s death.” 

“Fairy Hao Yue’s enemies are my enemies. She can’t get her revenge now, so I’ll get her revenge for her. 

Senior Yun, I only need a single answer from you. Do you plan on taking a step back and letting me 

avenge fairy Hao Yue alone, or are you going to lend me a hand?” Jian Chen said coldly. 

Yun Wufeng stared straight at Jian Chen. Mixed emotions and dilemma flashed through his eyes. When 

he saw how Jian Chen was extremely stern and that he was not joking around, he obviously realised Jian 

Chen was serious with everything that he said. He really would go to the Moon God Hall alone and 

avenge little Yue’er in person. 

After a very long while, Yun Wufeng finally let out a great sigh. “Sigh, so be it. Since you insist, then all I 

can do is assist you. Otherwise, if you go alone, you’ll struggle to stand a chance against the Fifth 



Heavenly Layer Chaotic Primes, Luo Fei and Lin Zhongzheng, even if you have some unfathomable 

techniques.” 

“My friend, when do you plan on taking action?” 

“The sooner the better. Yue Wuguang’s soul is heavily wounded, so his strength has declined drastically. 

We can’t give him time to recover.” 

Chapter 2977: Taken by Surprise 

Jian Chen moved with lightning speed. As soon as they had reached an agreement, he refused to waste 

more time, immediately rushing off to the Moon God Hall with Yun Wufeng. 

“My friend, how do you plan on dealing with Yue Wuguang? Yue Wuguang might be heavily injured, but 

he’s still a Seventh Heavenly Layer Chaotic Prime. Coupled with the two Fifth Heavenly Layer Chaotic 

Primes, Luo Fei and Lin Zhongzheng, as well as the many elders of the Moon God Hall, we don’t really 

stand a chance.” Yun Wufeng still believed Jian Chen was a little too reckless. With their strength, how 

were they supposed to contend against the Moon God Hall? He was not confident at all. 

Of course, that was because he did not know Jian Chen’s Profound Sword Qi had already recovered. In 

his knowledge, the Profound Sword Qi Jian Chen used against Yue Wuguang was definitely some kind of 

secret technique that came at a detriment to the user. 

Secret techniques like that normally could not be used without good reason, and once they were used, it 

would take a very lengthy amount of time to recover. It was a trump card that should not be used unless 

it was a situation of life or death. 

“As long as you assist me, I am ninety percent confident in dealing with them or even killing them. As for 

the details of our operation, we’ll adjust to the circumstances when the time comes,” Jian Chen said 

indifferently. He was confident as if victory was within his grasp. 

Actually, ninety percent confidence was already a conversative estimate for him. If nothing went wrong, 

he had a hundred percent confidence. 

“Also, they already know I can disguise myself, so they’ll definitely be wary, so infiltrating the Moon God 

Hall under a disguise probably won’t work anymore. This time, we’ll have to launch a direct attack...” 

Jian Chen added. It would be very difficult for him to use this strategy a second time. 

Yun Wufeng nodded. “I’ve spent many years with the Moon God Hall, so I’m extremely familiar with all 

the formations in there. As long as I’m around, you can ignore the various formations of the Moon God 

Hall.” 

...... 

... 

The two of them moved with lightning speed. With their speed as Chaotic Primes, they crossed a major 

part of the Ice Pole Plane very quickly and returned to the snowy-white tundra that the Moon God Hall 

sat on. Afterwards, they erased their presence and glided over in the cold wind like two ghosts, rapidly 

approaching the Moon God Hall. 



At the same time, in the central region of the Moon God Hall, the three remaining great elders gathered 

together and sat on the ground in a triangle. 

“Elder Yue, we’ve given you all the God Tier pills in the Moon God Hall that can help with healing the 

soul. How is your soul now?” Lin Zhongzheng asked in concern. 

Yue Wuguang was still pale-white. He was still injured from the God Tier Battle Skill Yun Wufeng had 

unleashed on him. However, his wounds had already stabilised after several days of healing. He was 

recovering bit by bit under the support of a large number of recovery God Tier pills. 

Lin Zhongzheng and Luo Fei were not concerned about Yue Wuguang’s wounds. They both understood 

that while his injuries were very severe, they only needed to purchase a few stronger God Tier pills and 

recovering would be nothing difficult. 

What was truly severe was his soul! 

Yue Wuguang was rather dejected. He shook his head. “These low grade God Tier pills do have an effect 

on the soul, but it’s very limited. They aren’t of much help to my soul.” 

“Sigh, my soul has been injured extremely badly this time. Recovering definitely won’t be easy. I just 

wonder what kind of technique that was to be so effective against the soul.” 

Luo Fei and Ling Zhongzheng exchanged glances. They both sighed inside. This time, in order to purchase 

the God Tier pills for Yue Wuguang’s wounds, they had spent almost a third of the Moon God Hall’s 

wealth, yet the end result was so negligible, which left them both rather pained. 

“We can’t waste any more time. We have to hunt down Yun Wufeng, or once he completely recovers 

from his injuries, he’ll be quite a threat to our Moon God Hall if you include the mysterious figure 

assisting him. In particular, the mysterious figure’s techniques are truly strange. Not only did he severely 

injure my soul through some special method, but even my God Tier Battle Skill suddenly failed. He must 

have done something in secret.” 

“His ability to stop God Tier Battle Skills is instead of lesser concern. We’ll just go without using God Tier 

Battle Skills, and his ability will be useless. Moreover, we don’t even need to use God Tier Battle Skills 

against Yun Wufeng. What I’m truly worried about is his ability that targets the soul.” 

As soon as he recalled Jian Chen’s Profound Sword Qi, Yue Wuguang shivered inside. “Because even I 

don’t know whether that’s a one-time ability or something he can use repeatedly. As a result, you must 

be careful when you run into him.” 

Luo Fei frowned. “An ability as extraordinary as that definitely can’t be used repeatedly. I’m guessing it’s 

some kind of special secret treasure and not some kind of secret technique.” 

“If you take a step back, even if it is a special secret technique, the price that comes with using it must 

be extremely great too, and according to my understanding of the various forbidden secret techniques 

in the world, it’s impossible to use a secret technique like that a second time within a short period of 

time. As a result, if we want to strike, we have to set off as soon as possible. Otherwise, the longer we 

wait, the greater of a chance he’ll have to unleash it a second time,” said Lin Zhongzheng. He was 

extremely stern. Luo Fei and he both became fearful of the Profound Sword Qi as well after hearing Yue 

Wuguang’s description of the attack. 



Yue Wuguang stood up. He was wrapped in powerful killing intent. He growled, “Let’s not waste any 

more time. We’ll set off right now. Nether Ghost Vine, come out. Come with us to hunt down the 

traitor.” 

But at this moment, the three great elders located in the centre of the Moon God Hall suddenly changed 

in expression, as they clearly sensed that the divine hall seemed to be shaking gently. 

Even though the tremble was almost undetectable, just how sharp were the senses of Chaotic Primes? 

There were no disturbances that could escape their senses. 

In the next moment, the senses of their souls shot out together. 

“It’s Yun Wufeng and him. The two of them have already killed their way into the Moon God Hall. How 

dare they! How dare they! What do they take our Moon God Hall to be?” 

“How bold of them! Do they really think our Moon God Hall is just an easy target for them?” 

Luo Fei, Lin Zhongzheng, and Yue Wuguang all flew into a rage. Their eyes blazed with fury. They were 

just about to use the Nether Ghost Vine to hunt down Yun Wufeng, yet the person they were supposed 

to hunt down had actually launched a preemptive strike against their headquarters. 

That was no different from a scathing slap to the face. 

Chapter 2978: Collapsing Immediately 

After being infiltrated by an enemy, the Moon God Hall had increased their internal security to an 

extremely strict level. Any disciple that wanted to enter or leave the place had to undergo numerous 

verifications of their identity. 

Their blood would be tested first, followed by their cultivation, and then the toughness of their body. 

Even the esteemed elders of the Moon God Hall could not avoid this testing. 

And because of the previous incident, the tests that the elders underwent were even stricter than the 

tests for regular disciples. 

All of the disciples of the Moon God Hall, along with the elders, did not have the slightest complaint 

towards this. Instead, they offered their full cooperation. 

Just recently, the Moon God Hall had paid a bloody price exactly because of their negligence. Three 

great elders had died and numerous elders had been cut down, which was devastating to the Moon God 

Hall. 

The guards of the Moon God Hall had never been so powerful either. Four elders personally watched 

the entrance, just to be safe. 

However, at this moment, a pulse of energy so powerful that it was beyond what any Infinite Prime 

could withstand appeared outside, immediately rushing into the Moon God Hall and slamming against 

the four elders stationed at the entrance mercilessly. 



Within the rumble, the four elders, regardless of their cultivations, were sent flying away by the 

powerful energy, making them cough up blood. They slammed against the wall of the divine hall behind 

them heavily. 

Immediately, the entrance hall of the Moon God Hall became flooded with great energy, turning into an 

extremely powerful shockwave even to Infinite Primes. It sent all the disciples gathered there flying, 

slamming into the tough walls in the surroundings. 

When the storm of energy wreaking havoc in the hall gradually settled down, two figures had already 

appeared. 

One of them was an old man in white robes, the great elder that the disciples of the Moon God Hall 

could not be more familiar with, Yun Wufeng! 

As for the other, he was the one that had caused much pain and fear to the many Infinite Primes of the 

Moon God Hall, the “sixth elder”. 

Jian Chen continued to use the sixth elder’s identity, hiding away everything that had to do with him. 

“Yu Wuguang, Luo Fei, and Lin Zhongzheng have committed treachery and pledged themselves to the 

traitor Nan Potian. They’ve betrayed the Moon God. Today, I will personally eliminate these traitors and 

bring order to chaos in the name of a great elder of the Moon God Hall. The disciples could be viewed as 

being deceived by the traitors. They can be forgiven for giving into their force and authority. As long as 

you back out of the Moon God Hall, the past doings of all disciples can be forgiven. However, if you 

don’t, you will all be punished as traitors...” Yun Wufeng’s resonant voice rumbled like thunder, echoing 

through the Moon God Hall. It broke through many formations and spread through most of the 

structure. 

As soon as he finished with that, he flashed and immediately vanished from the hall, rushing straight 

into the depths of the Moon God Hall. 

Jian Chen followed closely behind. They wanted to deal with Yue Wuguang and the other two this time, 

but just Yun Wufeng was not enough. Just him was not enough either. They needed to work together to 

achieve that. 

At the same time, Yue Wuguang, Luo Fei, and Lin Zhongzheng’s faces all darkened in the depths of the 

Moon God Hall. They rushed out in a fearsome manner, going straight for Yun Wufeng and Jian Chen. 

“Something is off. On the surface, it seems like Yun Wufeng and the mysterious expert don’t stand a 

chance against us at all, but they just happened to have killed their way here. Don’t tell me there’s 

something else they can depend on?” 

“I need to be extremely careful with the battle this time, especially with the person disguised as the 

sixth elder. I need to be vigilant of his ability that can injure the soul.” 

“Don’t tell me the sixth elder’s imposter can still use the ability that can injure the soul?” 

On the surface, they seemed to be radiating with might, but in reality, all of them experienced second 

thoughts and doubted everything. They were extremely cautious. 



What truly worried them was not Yun Wufeng. They had spent all these years together after all, so they 

were all familiar with what Yun Wufeng was capable of. They were only worried about Jian Chen’s 

Profound Sword Qi. 

Very soon, they ran into one another. This time, they did not say anything unnecessary. They became 

locked in a battle as soon as they saw each other. 

“Kill Yue Wuguang first and end it quickly!” Jian Chen called out. Wielding the Nine Star Sword of 

Heavenly Ways, he also gave off the powerful presence of a Chaotic Prime, charging towards Yue 

Wuguang fearlessly. 

However, as soon as they heard he wanted to end it quickly, all three of them, whether it was Yue 

Wuguang, Luo Fei, or Lin Zhongzheng, narrowed their eyes. 

They were three powerful Chaotic Primes, two at the Fifth Heavenly Layer and one at the Seventh 

Heavenly Layer. Even if Yue Wuguang was injured, no longer possessing the battle prowess of his prime, 

he was still a Seventh Heavenly Layer Chaotic Prime. He was enough to put up a fight against Yun 

Wufeng. 

On the contrary, apart from Yun Wufeng, while the mysterious figure disguised as the sixth elder did 

possess the battle prowess of a Chaotic Prime, he was only equivalent to an early Chaotic Prime. 

Logically speaking, they stood absolutely no chance against the three great elders, yet one of them just 

happened to call out, “End it quickly! He seemed extremely confident. 

The three great elders immediately thought of the strange ability that could attack the soul. 

At the same time, a pressure from the world suddenly descended. Yun Wufeng immediately used a God 

Tier Battle Skill too, his sharp eyes locked onto Yue Wuguang. 

Yue Wuguang shivered inside. This familiar sight made him recall what he had experienced back then in 

the Burial Moon Cavern. He immediately retreated without the slightest hesitation and placed most of 

his focus on Jian Chen, concentrating on guarding against Jian Chen’s Profound Sword Qi. 

Immediately, Yun Wufeng’s God Tier Battle Skill finished charging up. As he swung down with his sword, 

a huge blade shaped like a crescent immediately cleaved down with blinding light. 

Immediately, the space shook violently. The entire Moon God Hall seemed to rock, swaying about 

gently. 

However, the God Tier Battle Skill’s target was not the solemn and cautious Yun Wufeng, but the Fifth 

Heavenly Layer Chaotic Prime, Lin Zhongzheng. 

Lin Zhongzheng’s face changed drastically. The power of his cultivation erupted from his body as he put 

up a full-powered struggle. 

But at this moment, an extremely powerful strand of sword intent appeared. Jian Chen’s Profound 

Sword Qi emerged once more, turning into a white streak of light and shooting towards Lin Zhongzheng 

as if it had broken the limits of space and time. 



“That’s it! That’s it! My soul was injured by that! I can never forget this presence!” The moment the 

Profound Sword Qi appeared, Yue Wuguang’s mind shivered, and his face changed drastically. 

Lin Zhongzheng also sensed the Profound Sword Qi. Even though he had never seen Jian Chen’s 

Profound Sword Qi, he had heard its description from Yue Wuguang before, so he also became 

extremely wary. 

However, once the Profound Sword Qi was launched, it would always strike its target. Apart from the 

Darkstar Emperor, Jian Chen had yet to meet anyone who could dodge or block the Profound Sword Qi. 

As a result, despite raising his guard to the extreme, the Profound Sword Qi continued like Lin 

Zhongzheng had done nothing. 

Swish! 

The Profound Sword Qi ripped through the air, tearing through all obstacles and vanishing into Lin 

Zhongzheng’s forehead instantly. 

Lin Zhongzheng’s body shuddered violently as he let out a beast-like howl. His soul was not as powerful 

as Yue Wuguang’s. Against a Seventh Heavenly Layer expert like Yue Wuguang, Jian Chen needed to use 

two strands of Profound Sword Qi. 

However, against a Fifth Heavenly Layer Chaotic Prime like Lin Zhongzheng, just a single strand was 

enough to heavily injure his soul. 

However, his howl came to a halt very soon. Yun Wufeng’s God Tier Battle Skill descended. The crescent 

blade slammed down with a force that could cut through space, splitting Lin Zhongzheng into two. 

Lin Zhongzheng had died! 

“Elder Lin- elder Lin- h- has actually just died like this...” Having personally witnessed Lin Zhongzheng’s 

death, Luo Fei’s face immediately paled. He actually could not help himself as he experienced a hint of 

fear, something he had not experienced in who knew how many years. 

Luo Fei was frightened out of his wits, not exactly because of Lin Zhongzheng’s death, but because he 

had died too quickly, basically unable to put up a fight at all. 

“My strength is similar to elder Lin’s. Even elder Lin has died so easily, so if it were me instead...” Luo 

Fei’s face changed rapidly. Soon afterwards, he rushed out of the Moon God Hall as quickly as he could 

as a blur, escaping from the place. 

Chapter 2979: A Desperate Struggle 

Luo Fei’s sudden flight caught Jian Chen and Yun Wufeng off-guard a little, but if a Fifth Heavenly Layer 

Chaotic Prime focused on fleeing, even a Sixth Heavenly Layer expert like Yun Wufeng would struggle to 

stop them. 

In less than a single breath, Luo Fei who had been in the Moon God Hall just a moment earlier had 

vanished into the distant horizon. 



“Elder Luo, how can you-” Luo Fei’s sudden flight left Yue Wuguang both surprised and enraged. He 

roared out furiously as his eyes blazed with anger, but he only managed to utter a few words before 

discovering Luo Fei was already nowhere to be seen. 

Yue Wuguang’s expression changed rapidly. Just earlier, he had been prepared to use the Nether Ghost 

Vine to track down Yun Wufeng with Lin Zhongzheng and Luo Fei, about to finish off Yun Wufeng in a 

single stroke and eliminate this potential source of trouble for good. 

However, he never expected Yun Wufeng and the mysterious expert to come to them, and that out of 

the two great elders who served as the mainstay of the Moon God Hall, one had died and one had fled 

in just the short moment they had clashed. 

Yue Wuguang had never expected this dramatic result, nor did he find it easy to accept. 

Logically speaking, the three great elders were more than enough to deal with Yun Wufeng, yet this was 

the end result. 

Yue Wuguang stared straight at the mysterious expert who was still disguised as the sixth elder, where 

his identity was still unknown even now. His hatred was so strong that it surged within him like a 

turbulent river, tempted to flood the heavens. 

It was all because of this unknown expert that their Moon God Hall was facing a losing battle. 

“Sir, who are you exactly? How has our Moon God Hall provoked you?” Yue Wuguang grinded his teeth. 

Even now, it was still a complete mystery to him why this mysterious expert was interfering with the 

matters of the Moon God Hall. He had absolutely no idea about the reason. 

Jian Chen said nothing, but Yun Wufeng could not help but laugh aloud. He said, “Yue Wuguang, when 

you betrayed the Moon God Hall with Nan Potian in the past, did you ever consider if the Moon God let 

you down? Did you ever consider how he had provoked you? And when you recklessly executed so 

many innocent disciples of the Moon God Hall, did you ever consider just how the disciples that died to 

your hands offended you?” 

“When you executed all the innocent disciples and elders of the Moon God Hall in the past, you had 

been so vicious and merciless. When you claimed the lives of countless innocent people, did you ever 

have a reason? Yet now, you, Yue Wuguan, the mighty leader of the great elders, are actually standing in 

the Moon God Hall, asking a question like that. Hahaha, Yue Wuguang, to think you would end up like 

this.” 

“Yue Wuguang, when you betrayed the Moon God Hall, you probably never imagined you would end up 

like this one day!” Yun Wufeng laughed aloud. He could not help but recall the matters of the past. The 

various, heart-shattering scenes of the past seemed to make him snap, making him seem rather crazy. 

“Yue Wuguang, I will make you pay with blood today. I will clean up the Moon God Hall.” Suddenly, Yun 

Wufeng bellowed out and his presence erupted. Killing intent rushed into the air. He suddenly rushed 

towards Yue Wuguang with his sword in hand, like he was unstoppable. 

“Yun Wufeng, if it’s just you, you’re still not qualified enough to kill me. Even if I’m heavily injured, it’s 

impossible for you to be my opponent,” Yue Wuguang said coldly and resolve filled his eyes. 



In the next moment, he used some kind of forbidden technique. The organs in his body ignited by 

themselves. All of the meridians in his body melted away at that moment. Even a part of his flesh had 

vanished, such that his body seemed to shrivel up rapidly. 

He had used a forbidden technique, offering his own body as the price, burning his organs, burning his 

meridians as well as a part of his flesh and blood in exchange for great power. 

That was not all. His eyes also suddenly exploded at that moment, but after losing his eyes, his presence 

clearly became even stronger. 

After paying such a severe price, Yue Wuguang temporarily recovered his peak battle prowess as a 

Seventh Heavenly Layer Chaotic Prime. 

Afterwards, he evaded Yun Wufeng who rushed over furiously. His eyes that had already turned into 

bloody, empty holes gazed in Jian Chen’s direction and he rushed towards Jian Chen with utter hatred. 

Immediately, a powerful pressure filled Jian Chen’s face, crushing down firmly on him like a mountain. It 

even made Jian Chen’s body tighten. 

The powerful presence of a Seventh Heavenly Layer Chaotic Prime had already locked down firmly on 

Jian Chen. His right had that had already been reduced to just skin and bones seemed to turn into the 

claw of a ghost, reaching towards the top of Jian Chen’s head with cold killing intent. 

Yue Wuguang utterly hated Jian Chen, so not only did he condense all of the power within him into this 

alarming strike, cracking the space there, he also struck with extreme speed. It had arrived almost 

instantly. 

However, while Yue Wuguang was fast, Jian Chen was even faster than him, because it only took a single 

thought for Jian Chen to use the Profound Sword Qi. 

With just a single thought, Profound Sword Qi could emerge. 

Within the surging sword intent that had left a deep impression in Yue Wuguang’s memories, Jian 

Chen’s second strand of Profound Sword Qi had already shot out. 

No one in the world could match the Profound Sword Qi’s speed. It completely surpassed the limits of 

space, arriving instantly. 

“H- he can actually still use it-” Sensing the presence of the Profound Sword Qi, Yue Wuguang could not 

help but shiver inside. In that moment, he could not help but be baffled. Just how many times could Jian 

Chen use this soul attack? 

Unfortunately, while he sensed the Profound Sword Qi’s appearance, he was unable to dodge it at all, 

because the Profound Sword Qi completely ignored all of his defensive measures. As a result, even when 

he was protected by the numerous layers of energy around him, even when he wore God Tier armour, it 

was all akin to nothing before the Profound Sword Qi. It was not of any use at all. 

The end result was obviously no different. The Profound Sword Qi arrived in a split second and heavily 

injured Yue Wuguang’s soul again. 



Yue Wuguang had used a secret technique which allowed him to temporarily recover his battle prowess 

as a Seventh Heavenly Layer Chaotic Prime through paying a severe price, but the wounds to his soul 

had not recovered. 

His soul was already severely injured. Now that he withstood another strand of Profound Sword Qi, it 

only made things worse. Moreover, the new wound combined with the old wounds were so deadly that 

his soul almost gave way and directly collapsed. 

Once his soul completely collapsed, that was basically equivalent to death. 

Yue Wuguang let out a howl. The tremendous energy condensed around him immediately fell into 

chaos. He clutched his head firmly, collapsing onto his knees with a face filled with pain. 

At the same time, Yun Wufeng caught up. His gaze was extremely frigid. The sword in his hand 

immediately stabbed Yue Wuguang through the back, piercing his entire abdomen with the sharp tip 

emerging from Yue Wuguang’s chest, dripping with blood. 

Yue Wuguang let out a sombre howl. His hands suddenly gripped the sword that had emerged from his 

chest firmly, before immediately rushing forwards, breaking free from Yun Wufeng’s sword. He no 

longer tried to put up a fight, unleashing all of his power to run away. He fled outside as quickly as he 

could. 

“Go after him! The threat from Yue Wuguang is far greater than Luo Fei. Don’t let him escape!” Yun 

Wufeng called out and immediately rushed out of the Moon God Hall with Jian Chen in pursuit. 

Chapter 2980: The Ice Goddess Hall (One) 

In the blink of an eye, the battle between Chaotic Primes in the Moon God Hall came to an end. 

The battle was extremely brief, but in that transient time, the Moon God Hall’s fate had changed. 

Now, among the six great elders of the Moon God Hall excluding Yun Wufeng, four had died, while the 

Fifth Heavenly Layer Luo Fei and Seventh Heavenly Layer Yue Wufeng had fled for their lives. 

They should have been lofty great elders in the Moon God Hall, the mainstay of the Moon God Hall, but 

today, they all chose to abandon their foundations without the slightest hesitation. 

Their flight also signified that the Moon God Hall had truly begun to decline. 

Before long, the Infinite Prime elders of the Moon God Hall all gathered at the battleground. As soon as 

they arrived here, the corpse of Lin Zhongzheng was presented right before them. 

Jian Chen did not have the time to collect this corpse, so a bloody sight was presented before all of the 

elders. “G- g- great elder...” Immediately, the elders there all changed in expression, and a heavy 

atmosphere of grief filled the place. 

No one said anything more. All of their gazes gathered on Lin Zhongzheng’s corpse. The atmosphere 

became extremely oppressive and heavy. 



Only quite a while later did an old voice break the silence in the hall with endless grief. “The hall master 

has died, and the great elders are either dead, injured, or gone. Is our Moon God Hall really just done 

for?” 

No one said anything. They all fell silent. Only another while later did an elder say, “We might not have a 

hall master or any great elders now, but don’t you forget! Behind our Moon God Hall stands a supreme 

expert, the Flame Reverend!” 

“The Flame Reverend? Hehehehe, with our cultivation as Infinite Primes, will the Flame Reverend even 

pay any attention to us?” An elder laughed in a self-deprecating manner. 

Outside the Moon God Hall, Yue Wuguang desperately used up the last bit of power in him to flee madly 

through the boundless world of ice and snow. 

Several hundred thousand kilometers behind him, Yun Wufeng and Jian Chen chased right after him. 

Even though they had already unleashed their full speed, their distance from Yue Wuguang continued to 

grow. 

Yue Wuguang had used a secret technique, cannibalising himself in exchange for great power that 

temporarily granted him his peak battle prowess at the Seventh Heavenly Layer, so he obviously moved 

extremely quickly. He gradually shook off Yun Wufeng. 

However, it was exactly because he had cannibalised himself in exchange for great power that his 

condition had become absolutely terrible. He no longer had the spare strength to conceal his aura as he 

fled desperately, much less possess the ability to cover his tracks. 

As a result, even when he pulled further and further away from Yun Wufeng, Yun Wufeng could still 

clearly sense his location. 

Even when they were a million, several million kilometers apart, Yue Wuguang was still like a lantern in 

the night to Yun Wufeng and Jian Chen. 

Jian Chen also pushed his speed to the limit as he chased after Yue Wuguang, but even when he used 

the Laws of Space, he could only barely keep up with Yun Wufeng. 

After all, his actual cultivation realm was only at the Ninth Heavenly Layer of Infinite Prime. He still had a 

step to take before he truly reached Chaotic Prime. 

His comprehension of the Laws of Space was even lower than that, at the Eighth Heavenly Layer of 

Infinite Prime! 

If he faced an early Chaotic Prime, then perhaps Jian Chen still possessed an advantage with the Laws of 

Space, but the person he currently faced was the Sixth Heavenly Layer Chaotic Prime Yun Wufeng and 

the Seventh Heavenly Layer Yue Wuguang. 

Before these two experts, his Laws of Space obviously gave him no advantage at all. 

Even just by keeping up with Yun Wufeng, Jian Chen had basically been outperforming himself. 



Yun Wufeng saw how Jian Chen could actually keep up with him, and a smear of surprise appeared in his 

eyes, as he could clearly feel that Jian Chen’s compatibility with space had completely surpassed other 

experts of the same realm of cultivation. 

Otherwise, it was absolutely impossible to keep pace with a Sixth Heavenly Layer Chaotic Prime 

travelling at full speed with the Laws of Space at the Eighth Heavenly Layer of Infinite Prime. 

“Yue Wuguang can’t last much longer. He’ll run out of strength very soon. My friend, you better enter my 

divine hall. I’ll take you along with me,” Yun Wufeng communicated with Jian Chen. 

“There’s no need. I can keep up!” Jian Chen replied. His body seemed to fuse with space completely, 

such that he moved silently as he travelled. He crossed several tens of thousand kilometers with each 

flash like he was teleporting. 

He was not biting off more than he could chew. Instead, he needed to use the Profound Sword Qi to 

deter Yue Wuguang, to prevent him from unleashing some other ability and turning the tables on the 

brink of death, gaining a new lease on life. 

“I still have two more strands of Profound Sword Qi. I’ll avoid using them if I can,” Jian Chen thought. 

During the pursuit, he consumed the God Tier pills that could recover the power of the soul he had 

obtained from the Heavenly Crane clan from time to time. 

One fled and two pursued. With their extraordinary speed as Chaotic Primes, they crossed the entire Ice 

Pole Plane very soon. They even looped around the Ice Pole Plane a few times, alarming numerous 

organisations on the Ice Pole Plane. They became the centre of focus for many major organisations. 

“Hmm? They seem to be from the Moon God Hall. Looks like the Moon God Hall is facing another 

upheaval.” 

“The person fleeing at the front is the great elder of the Moon God Hall, Yue Wuguang, while the person 

pursuing at the back also seems to be a great elder of the Moon God Hall. But who’s the other person?” 

“The Moon God Hall is involved with many things. No one should interfere with them. No one should 

ever interfere with them.” 

“Just watching is enough for us. Whether it’s the Moon God Hall or the Hefeng clan that has lost their 

Grand Prime ancestors, there are traces of the Flame Reverend behind them both. No one should ever 

act recklessly, just in case it leads to disaster in the future.” 

At this moment, the pulses of energy from Yue Wuguang began to gradually weaken. The great power 

he had obtained finally ran out. Even his speed as he fled became slower and slower. 

“Will I be dying here today?” Yue Wuguang thought. He utterly refused to accept this. He raised his head 

and gazed at the boundless sky of stars overhead and felt so much despair for the first time in his life. 

He was far too feeble right now, and his soul had suffered unimaginably severe injury, on the brink of 

collapse. Not only did it prevent him from controlling his powers properly, but he did not even have the 

ability to conceal himself. All he could do was use up his remaining strength helplessly and despairingly 

to put up a pointless struggle, just to earn another moment of life. 



But soon afterwards, Yue Wuguang made up his mind viciously. He thought, “Yun Wufeng and that 

mysterious figure disguised as the sixth elder, even if I die today, I won’t let you have it easy.” With that, 

he changed directions and continued to burn his remaining power, rapidly flying towards the central 

region of the Ice Pole Plane. 

Jian Chen and Yun Wufeng obviously changed directions with Yue Wuguang, chasing after him rapidly. 

As Yue Wuguang’s energy was about to run out and he gradually slowed down, the distance between 

them had already begun shortening. 

The three of them flew through the air at high speed, traversing who knew how many glaciers and 

tundras and crossing who knew how vast of a distance. However, at this moment, Jian Chen suddenly 

shuddered inside. 

That was because a huge, imposing divine hall had suddenly appeared before him, in the snow-ridden 

horizon. 

 


